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Abstract: This research was carried out to identify the effect of using method of kinetic duties on level of shot put with rotation in specialized female students. The researcher utilized the experimental approach, the pre and post design for two groups, an experimental group and a control group. 63 students from third grade Prep school for the academic year, 2010 / 2011 were selected by intentional way, 17 students were excluded (15 to conduct survey-2 were infected by injuries), thus the actual number become 46 students, which have divided into two equal groups, one experimental and the other control. Results revealed that learning style has a positive impact on basic skills learning in various sports activities: It was concluded that teaching with both kinetic duties method and learning with orders method have a positive impact on level of the shot put. Kinetic duties method is more effective than learning with orders method in level of the shot put.
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INTRODUCTION

Teaching methods (Teaching Styles) for different types of learning is a means of communication real message of learning whether the content of this message cognitive, psychological or value unto., Specializes in teaching methods as well as teachers must choose the best methods which suit their abilities and capabilities of students' verbal, soul-dynamic and their interests and experience [1].

The field of Physical Education has provided a range of teaching methods for teaching basic skills, which meet many of the educational goals in order to learn individual, according to students abilities, potential and their preparations as soon as appropriation to needs and inclinations, these methods are learning commands-practice-the peer application guidance-self review-Method of kinetic duties-discovery-oriented-problem solving-individual style program-cooperative learning and self-learning [2].

Physical education teacher must be experienced with more than one method for teaching, whereas without his knowledge in these ways, his efficiency in teaching decrease and abilities remain limited in educational process [3].

The atmosphere you establish in your classroom is as important as your rapport with each individual student. You want to provide an environment where students will feel safe voicing their opinions and where they will understand that discussions are meant to foster learning. Students bring into the classroom a complex range of attitudes about free speech. Some students may make statements such as “I have a right to my opinion” while others may insist on the authority of special experience or knowledge, criticizing other students by saying, “You don’t have the right to say that, because you’re not a woman/black/Christian etc.” The instructor must find a way to mediate between the view that anyone can say anything and the view that only certain people have the right to speak about certain issues. While you do want to let students respond freely to each others’ statements, you have a responsibility to restrict personal attacks. Many students who complain about the lack of attention to diversity in the classroom explain that they believe their teachers respect issues of diversity, but that they let students make injurious statements. Because you are the one who controls the classroom climate, you must be particularly attentive to the dynamics occurring during any given discussion [4].
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Fundamental difference between kinetic duties style (inclusion style) and other methods, that student chooses level of difficulty according to his level and extent of his compatibility with capabilities to accomplish this motor duty, when teacher choose this method intended to acquire each student's experiences on level of Beginning and extent of his success in achieving this duty, the transition to other duties achieve its aims [5].

The researcher indicated that the role of parameter here is in planning, monitoring and guidance role of student to determine the beginning level with the implementation and evaluation, through the paper standard submitted and designed by the parameter, such as interview, student in some difficulties during implementation should listen to the directives of the parameter.

Shot put is the most important event and primary objective to obtain the largest displacement possible tool without violating the laws competition governing, evolved modes of delivery to contest the shot put, it's shot put of the situation, (the front movement, the goal) change ways of performance to the best use of physical forces rider to be able to generate greater rate of speed from the moment of exit of the tool (shot put) from the hand [6].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Research Sample: The researcher utilized the experimental approach, the pre and post design for two groups, one as the experimental group and other as the control group. 63 students from third grade Prep school for the academic year, 2010 / 2011 were selected by intentional way selection, 17 students were excluded (15 to conduct survey-2 were4 infected), thus 46 students were available, have divided into two equal groups, one experimental and the other control. Their age, height and weight (Mean ± SD) were 15.24 ± 0.95 years, 154.85 ± 4.78 cm, 60.11 ± 2.96 kg, respectively The muscular strength of legs and arms constant-power of legs and arms-Flexibility compatibility and level of shot put competition (Mean ± SD) were, 44.70 ± 5.19 kg, 65 ± 211 num, 142.91 ± 11.98 second, 4.12 ± 0.69 meter, 1.45 ± 0.55 meter, 11.90 ± 3.78 cm, 1.85 ± 0.70 num and 4.70 ± 0.83 meter respectively.

Tools and Equipment of Collecting Data: Best physical test were Dynamometer test to measure leg muscular strength, pull up for female to measure arms muscular strength, stand on beam to measure constant, push medical ball 3 kg by hands to measure arms power, wide jump test to measure legs power, sit and reach test to measure flexibility and rope jump test to measure compatibility [7-9].

Shot put were measured by roles of international federation of athletes [10].

Educational Program: The pre-measures were performed on Wednesday 23/2/2011 up to 26/2/2011 for both experimental and control groups. Started by applying the kinetic duties educational program for a period of 8 week at the rate of 2 lessons per week and for 90 minutes per session. Thus, the educational program totalled 24 hours after eight weeks, the experimental group was taught by kinetic duties educational program and the control group was taught by teaching by orders [11-14], until 26/4/2011 up to 28/4/2011 the researcher performed the post measures.

Statistical Methods: SPSS 15.0, statistical program w3as used for data processing.

| Table 1: Pre and Post Measures (meter) level of Shot Put with Rotation in experimental and Control groups (Mean ± SD) |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Group | Pre Mean | Pre Variance | Post Mean | Post Variance | t-stat |
| Experimental | 4.65 | 0.87 | 6.85 | 0.79 | *10.87 |
| Control | 4.60 | 0.71 | 5.90 | 0.83 | *9.99 |

* Significantly different at p<.05 =2.074

| Table 2: Difference in Post Measures for Both Groups in Level of Shot Put with Rotation N=23 |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Variable | Unit | Experimental Group Mean | Experimental Group Variance | Control Group Mean | Control Group Variance | t-stat |
| Level of Shot put | Meter | 6.85 | 0.61 | 5.90 | 0.45 | *5.9 |

* Significantly different at p<.05 =2.031
RESULTS

Table 1 shows significant statistical differences (P<0.05) in level of shot put with rotation for the experimental as well as the experimental groups in favour of the post measuring to the pre measuring.

Table 2 shows significant statistical differences (P<0.05) of post measures in level of shot put with rotation in favour of the experimental group.

Table 3 shows significant statistical differences (P<0.05) of improvement for post measures for both groups in level of shot put with rotation, with the percentage of improvement 47.3% for experimental group, while it was 28.3% for the group control which refers that experimental group increases than the control group in level of shot put.

DISCUSSION

The present study showed significant statistical differences for the experimental as well as the control groups in level of shot put with rotation in favour of the post measuring to the pre measuring. In the experimental group, his progress may be attributed to the positive impact of kinetic duties method as a way of proposal teaching and of its identification of specific kinetic duties placed very carefully in terms takes into account the progression from easy to difficult, simple to complex, this creating a learning environment helped to understand and accommodate aspects of learning and this led to increased collection of motor skill in shot put. In this respect, it was reported that kinetic duties method in learning basic skills in various sports activities is effective [15-19]. Moreover, the kinetic duties method increases collection rate, productivity and contribute to solve the problems concerning matters of spatial motor memory [20].

On the other hand, the progress in the control group may be returned to a parameter that gives a clear idea of how to correct performance (model and oral explanations) provide feedback to students from time to time during module, comment on common errors and how to correct to members of control group. In this respect, it was reported that learning style has a positive impact on basic skills learning in various sports activities [16-19, 21-23]. However, Repetition, which runs on a single frequency, does not lead to a high degree of improvement in most cases, when learning motor skills [24].

This study also showed obvious changes in level of shot put with rotation in favour of the experimental group. Improvement in experimental group as applying the kinetic duties method, contains several advantages by addressing the problem of individual differences between students in one group, which increases collection of student motor activity, keep information and motivation for learning, confidence and perseverance, as it provides multiple sources of feedback before the performance requesting motor duty, it looked on standard paper that perform skill information, track motor and watch performance through serial skill caption image and this in turn earns the student a clear mentally vision and motor performance for learned skill. Impact of learning style commands had little impact compared to kinetic duties in a manner to improve the motor performance of basic skills in field of sports [15-19, 21, 23, 26]. The present investigation revealed that the level of shot put.

Increased in the experimental than in the control group. Learning style with orders does not give enough time for each student to perform large number of times, does not allow teacher to correct errors for all students at same time and reduces large extent of the creative students’ capabilities. Learning style with orders makes all responsibility in educational process on teacher through decision-making related to the unit before education learning, during lesson implementation and evaluation during and after educational situations through the module [27].

In conclusion, teaching with both kinetic duties method and learning with orders method have a positive impact on level of the shot put. kinetic duties method is more effective than learning with orders method in level of the shot put.
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